Sculptures on Display - May 10-20th, 2019
Artist Reception - Wednesday May 15, 4-5:30 pm
Located in the new Art Building courtyard
Artist led tour - 5:30 pm following reception

Additional Public Sculptures

I. Ryan Patton - Torus
II. Alicia Zajaczkowski - The Knot
III. Eric Brady - Herd Mentality
IV. Olivia Martin - Fern Grove
V. Aaron Milligan-Green - Percussion Rig
VI. Rio Jones - Growth
VII. Jann Nunn - Holocaust Memorial
VIII. Briona Hendren - Thumbs Up Seven Up
IX. Catherine Daley - Aurora
1. Ryan Patton
   Torus
   Wood and Fabric
   Location: International Hall front lawn

2. Alicia Zajaczkowski
   The Knot
   Wood, Metal, Vinyl
   Location: Back patio of the Wine Spectator Building

3. Eric Brady
   Herd Mentality
   Wood, Sheet Metal
   Location: The lawn between the Wine Spectator Building and Salazar Hall

4. Olivia Martin
   Fern Grove
   Steel Rod, Wrought Iron Leaves, Green Rust Eze Spray paint, Acrylic Paints
   Location: Small hill in woods

5. Aaron Milligan-Green
   Percussion Rig
   Mild Steel
   Location: Near Ives Hall

6. Rio Jones
   Growth
   Wood, Sod, Assorted Flowers
   Location: The lawn next to the Alumni Amphitheater